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STTKEOPHONK SOqND . YAKT I

by
H. Lyon

Did you ever wonder wlry it is that you can quite clearly hear a
conversation in a crowded, noisy room, but when Someone plays back a monaural

tape recording of the sane conversation, all you seem to be able to hear in the

playback are the room noises? The reason, of course, is the "stereo ffict," and
your ears have it but the tape recorder didn't. Many researchers in early

broadcasting tried to obtain stereo fficts, some successful, some not.

( tereophonic audio, or stereo, for short, is

o)tne transmission or recording (and

playback) of sounds through the use of
multiple microphones (at least two) which
eventually drive multiple speakers, separately.
In the ideal case, the speakers are arranged

spatially to duplicate the placement of the

microphones, so that the sounds picked up by
the microphones are reproduced in exactly the

same strengths and phases, and in the same

positions, by speakers, thus reproducing the

sounds completely, in three dimensions. For
most stereo fans, though, this exactitude in
speaker placement is impossible, so that most

stereo listeners simply separate the speakers by
any distance found convenient. Stereo became

very popular in the 1960s, but some work in
stereo had been going on for many decades

before that time.

ffie first documented attempts at transmitting
ll opera music picked up by two microphones

connected by long wires to two earpieces were

made by Clement Ader in France. He made

quite an impression with his exhibit at the

Paris Exposition in 1881 in which visitors

could listen, by means of his twin telephone

receivers, to operatic selections by the Paris

Opera. The quality of the music wils

seemingly far better than the crude telephone

systems of the day could transmit, and the

small audiences thought it had been by magic.

filder stated in his German patent on the

fX device that it was similar in effect to that

one gets viewing photographs through a

stereoscope. According to an article by
Kapeller in the October 1925 issue of Radio

News [p.416J, Ader's work was repeated, with
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exactly the same effect on audiences elsewhere
in Europe, but, strangely, the textbooks on
radio, telephony, and recording do not cover
the subject of stereo until well after World
War I. During the Great War, of course,
acoustic stereo devices were used both for
locating aircraft (through the sound of the
engine) and for searching for ships and

submarines (through underwater sound).
Similar devices were developed in the war for
locating sources of .underground sounds' and
vibrations, the purpose being to locate
trenching and tunneling operations on the part
of the enemy.

]fhese WWI devices were purely acoustic in
ll nature. They used two pickups connected

by rubber hoses to two separate earpieces. By
separating the pickups (which, for aircraft
detection, looked like large gramophone horns)
by about six or so feet, the directionality of the
sounds heard was exaggerated, enabling
accurate determination of the direction to the
source. fn the underwater applications, many
submarines escaped attacks by pursuing
destroyers through the use of the stereo sound
detectors, by pointing the way to retreat from
the pursuers.

\\f[hat finally shook the theorists out of their
U,U quiescence regarding stereo was an article
in the prestigious Journal of the American
Institute of Electrical Engin€€rs (March 1924)
by Harvey Fletcher, in which Fletcher com-
plained that the basic fault in broadcasting was

the "single-ear" quality of it all. He noted that
it was far more important to eliminate static
and noise from broadcasting so long as it
stayed single-eared, or monaural, because of
the inherent difficulty that human hearing has

in filtering out noise when a single ear is
involved. A year later, the German, Ludwig
Kapeller,l experimented in stereo in an unique
way. He carefully placed two microphones
on-stage, with the microphones spaced by a

distance equal to the spacing between average
human ears. The mikes each operated a

separate earphotre, and when one listened to a

performance via the earphones, it gave what
Kapeller called a "plastic" effect. By this he
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meant that the sound seemed to have depth.
He also noted that when the listener's head was
moved, the whole orchestra seemed to swing
around in space.

K ^prller's 
attempt at stereo was not

ll\ttrorough, because he didn't isolate the two
mikes from each other, as in the case of our
ears, separated by a rather dense head.

However, as he tried to get better balance for
the case of a large orchestta, he went for more
microphones spread across the stage, installing
them in pairs, with the two mikes in each pair
separated by the ear-to-ear distance of the
human head. For the case of six mikes, then,
he had three left mikes and three right mikes.
He combined the outputs of all three lefts and

separately combined all three rights to form
two channelsn one for the left earphooo, one
for the right one. Despite the curious logic of
this mixing, which placed the listener
simultaneously into three positions across the
stage, most listeners were astonished at the
"depth" of the orchestral sounds prodused.

\ffftrat Kapeller had done was demonstrate
UIV binaural audio transmission, not stereo.

The difference can be substantial. In binaural
audio, two microphones are used, separated
roughly by the ear-to-ear distance of a human,
and the outputs are fed separately to two
earphones, either directly by wires, or through
two-channel recording and playback. What the
left microphone picks up can go nowhere
except to the left eff, and the right microphone
feeds only the right ear.

fln stereo, though, the microphones eventually
ll feed separate speakers, reproducing the
spatial relationships of the various sound

sources exciting the microphones. The listener
can hear both speakers with either or both
ears, and as the listener moves around, the
sound field stays still, much as would have
happened if the listener moved about in the
original sound stage where the microphones
were located. In binaural listenitrg, though, &S

the listener moves his head, the whole
orchestra moves as well. Early listeners to
Kapeller's system were astounded by this
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effect, and some people became disoriented by
it, swinging their heads from side to side a few
times, then promptly falling off their chairs.
The one thing Kapeller would have like to see

was a serious attempt at broadcasting stereo or
binaural music; Radio Berlin2 had made a

half-hearted try by using two separate
broadcast-band transmitters, one at 594 kIIz
and the other at 698 kElz, but the results were
less than satisfactory.

[from the time of Fletcher's complaint
ll onward, radio engineers persisted in trying
to get both stereo channels transmitted to the
listeners by radio. Wired experimental sys-
tems seemed to bear out Fletcher's words.
When stereo or binaural techniques were used,
the technical quality of the transmissions could
be made far poorer without noticeable impact
on the perceived quality of the sounds trans-
mitted. Deliberate injection of static noise was
virtually ignored by the listeners, in stereo. It
wils ils though the listener could focus on the
desired sounds while undesired ones were out
of focus or somewhere out on the periphery of
his attention. But there were practical prob-
lems in simultaneously broadcasting the two
channels, for it w:ls necessary to maintain bal-
ance in the transmitters' power levels, delays,
and net coverage in the listening area.

fln 1925, New Haven (CT) station WPAJ3
ustarted transmitting binaural music programs.
In the live studio, they set up two
microphones, seven inches epd, each feeding
its own identical transmitter, one operating at
1110 ktlz, the other at 1320 kElz, but both
transmitters feding the same antenna. The
station sent out cards instructing listeners how
to set up two crystal sets connected to the same
antenna wire, one feeding the left earphone,
the other feeding the right. For those listeners
who tried it, the result wils startlingly realistic.
The station experimented with microphone
placement, and found that with earphones for
reception, the most realistic effect was
obtained as Kapeller had predictd, i.e., with
the microphones six or seven inches apart. At
greater spacing, the orchestra seemed deeper
and larger, but singers located midway
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between the mikes seemed very far away. At
very large spacings, like ten feet or more, the
binaural effect seemed to go away. The
organizer of the experiments was F. M.
Doolittle, who wrote that it might be possible
to put both broadcasts on one transmission,
through the use of a subcarrier which would be

super-audible, that is, at a frequency higher
than that of human hearing. He dismissed the
idea, though, as being impractical, since there
were no receivers available to receive such a

modulation scheme. His basic idea would
return in the 1960s as the preferred way to
broadcast stereo prograffis, as we shall see.

fOne interesting thing Doolittle discovered in
Vhis experiments was that it wils possible
even preferable to rernove the heavy drapery
in the radio studio when binaural broadcasts

were sent out, because the listeners could then
hear all the sounds of the orchestra, even the
reverberation from the walls and ceiling, and it
sounded like a real concert hall. fn normal
broadcasting, this reverberation was very
annoying to listeners, as it tended to drown out
soft musical punctuation in classical pieces.

That is why broadcast station designers had

learned to drape their studios with thick
carpets, heavy drapes, and ceiling festoons.
The result wits good for the listener, but very
disconcerting for the orchestral performers,
who were not used to the "deadness" of the
radio studio. Binaural broadcasting, then,
could be performed in any concert hall,
making remote pickups far more attractive to
broadcasters. The only problem was in the
dual transmitters and dual receivers.

filfter this early flurry of experiments, a few
[1more stations tried two-channel trans-
missions, but the novelty wore off, and all
stations reverted to standard broadcasts. In
1930, though, A. D. Blumlein, a British
engineer working at Electrical and Musical
Industries, Ltd., developed a disc recording
methoda in which two microphones fed
separate record groove-cutters, one driving the
groove laterally, the other varying its depth.

A pickup arm with two magnetic transducers,
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similarly arranged, served to recover the two
channel vibrations, ffid converted them to
binaural sound, using separated earphones, as

was done earlier by Doolittle. But Blumlein
went further. He discovered that his process

could be made perfectly compatible with
ordinary records and record-players if he used
his two channels in a different way.

\Wl/trat Blumlein did was combine the left
V,U channel and the right channel in an adding
amplifier, and feed 

'that 
signal to the lateral

cutting head. Then he took the left and right
channels and subtracted their signals, feeding
the result to the depth Oill and dale) cuffing
head. To achieve subtraction, he inverted the
signal from one channel and added the result to
the uninverted signal from the other channel.
Thus, he had (L+R) on the lateral cutter and
(L-R) on the depth cutter. To recover the left
and right signals for the headphones, upon
playback of the record, he added the lateral
pickup signal to that from the depth pickup

tG-+R) + (L-R)], which yields (L+L); when
he subtracted the outputs from the lateral and
depth pickups tG+R) - (L-R)], he got (R+R).
The beauty of the system is that the depth
channel, which is intrerently noisy and poor in
overall range of loudness, carried only the
sound differences between left and right
microphones, which were relatively small in
amplitude. When he played regular records on
his playback machitre, only the lateral pickup
responded, of course, while the depth pickup
produced no signal at all. Thus both
earphones produced the same sound, as would
have happened on a regular electronic
phonograph.

ffilumlein's system was further expanded to
Vcover an alternative way to get lateral and

depth record groove-cutting. Here he fed the
left channel to a cutter which drove into the
groove at an angle of 45 degrees to the lateral
(and to the vertical, as well). The right
channel fed a cutter at the opposite 45 degree

angle from the vertical, which was 90 degrees
from the first cutter. Analysis of the result
will show that it is exactly the same as feeding
the sum signal to the lateral groove
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displacement and the difference to the depth
displacement. These two systems were
patented by Blumlein and his company, later
called EMI, and these are the systems which
were used. for all modern stereo disc records.

lln late 1932, Fletcher again took up the
llbinaural or stereo study,s and had his Bell
Labs make up an instrumented full-sized model
head, said to have come from a tailor's shop.
He placed microphones in the head near the
ears, ran their cables to separate amplifiers,
and fed the outputs to separated earphones, :ls

Kapeller had done many years earlier. But
Fletcher wanted quantitative answers, and he
got them by displaying the device, called
"Oscar," at the American Academy of Music
in Philadelphia. Leopold Stokowski cooperat-
ed by conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra
before Oscar. The wires led to a soundproof
room where listeners could put on the head-
phones while various connections and filters
were tried. He found that nearly everyone was
pleased at the binaural sound, finding it very
realistic, even when he had cut off all sound
frequencies above about 2150 Hz. This was

surprising news to broadcasters who had been

barraged by complaints of inadequate fidelity
owing to the federally imposed limit of
5000H2 on broadcasting.

[But these experiments were still in the field
V of binaural sound, not stereo. Fletcher
then ran a bolder experiment. In Philadelphia,
he set up three microphones across the stage in
front of the orchestra, being conducted by
Stokowski's assistant. The three mikes fed
three separate amplifiers, then three separate
phone lines to Washington's Constitution Hall,
where three more amplifiers boosted the
signals back up after their trip to Washington.
These amplifiers sent the signals to three big
loudspeakers arranged across Constitution
Hall's stage in the same positions as were the
microphones in Philadelphia. fn Washington,
Stokowski manipulated the gain controls of the
three amplifiers from a podium at his
conductor's position at mid-stage. According
to a book by La Prade , Broadcasting Music,6
audiences in Washington were thrilled at the
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"presence" of the music reproduced. This was

stereo, not binaural sound.

\\?[ith all these early demonstrations of
U,lV capabilities to produce high-quality
binaural and stereo music in wired systems,

ffid, in limited tests in broadcasting, it may

seem surprising that nothing more of note

happened in the field for another 20 years.

Kapeller, Doolittle, Blumlein, Fletcher and

Stokowski had all contributed, but separate

problems in the broadcast industry and in the

recording industry stopped the effort for the

time being.

To be continued...

lKapeller, Ludwig, "Radio Stereophony,' Radio
NeYvs, October 1925, p. 416.

'Ibid., p. s46.
3Doolittle, F.M., "Binaural Broadcasting ,' Elec.tric-
al World, April 25, L925, pp 867ff.
\Aiot"r, Jerry 8., 'stereo Disc Recording Meth-
ods,' Radio & TV Nevvs, October 1958, p.66.
tFl"t"h"r, Harvey, "An Acoustic Illusion Telephon-
ically Achieved, " Bell Laboruories Record, June

1933, p.28.
tI^ Prade, Ernest , Broadcasting Mwic (New York,
Rhinehardt and Co., Inc. , L947), pp 23,24.
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The First Antenna

About two years ago, George H. Hagr,
a veteran electrical engineer at SRI International

in Arlington, VA, was challenged by some of his

colleagues in URSI to find the earliest document-

ation which would describe the use of an aerial

or antenna in wireless transmission or reception.

He consulted all the usual journals, like Proceed-

ings of the IEEE and the periodicals of all their
professional groups, ild was able to locate what

he thought was the first description of an antenna

in the forerunner of the Proc. IEEE, namely,

Vol. I, No. I of Proceedings of the IRE. The

article was a paper, entitled "Antenn&e," given

at a meeting of the fledgling IRE at the United

Engineers Building in New York by Greenleaf

W. Pickard on May 5th, 1909.

George brought this paper to the atten-

tion of Ed Lyon about a year &go, for his com-

ments on the paper itself, and on the contention

that it might represent the first description of an

antenna or aerial. Ed showed George the article

Ed had prepared for ARCA's (Summer 1987)

Gazetfe especially for the joint MAARC-ARCA
meet at New Carrollton that year. That article

described the work of Mahlon Loomis, a Wash-

ington dentist who conducted wireless telegraphy

experiments over a fifteen-to-nineteen-mile path

from Catoctin Spur to Bear's Den, two promon-

tories on the Blue Ridge in Virginia, near the

Potomac, in October 1866! The references in

Ed's article in the Gazette became the starting

point for a thorough search of the literature

regarding Loomis's experiments by Hagn. The

result is a series of papers jointly authored by

Hagr and Lyon presented at several sytnposia,

and published both by IEEE and as a section of a
text on modern wireless.

Loomis described his wireless in a

treatise read in Congress, and published rn The

Congressional Globe (predecessor to Congres'
sional Record) by Congressrnan Conger, trying
to get a wireless telegraph company established

officially, in 1872. ++++
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RADTO ACE BOOK REVIEW
THE Zexlrx Tnexs-OtrEANtG - The Royelty of Radios

Reviewed by Ludwell Sibley

By John H. Bryant and Harold N. Cones. ISBN 0-
88740-708-0, 8-y2" x 11" soft-cover folrrat, Schiffer
Publishing Ltd., 77 Lower Valley Rd., Atglen, PA
19310. (Availabte from many dealers at $24.95.)

The Trans-Oceanic was the founding mem-
ber of a whole genre of portable short wave
radios lasting from 1942 into the solid-state era.
It inspired numerous now-obscure imitations (the
Andrea W69P and Silvertone 7226 come to
mind). It was not the first "modern" short wave
portable the Hallicrafters S-29 was earlier,
better technically, and less pricey. But it was a
consistent "product line" lasting 40 years, where-
as the competing sets were only individual mod-
els. As a result, a hvge numfur of these sets have
survived to becom e prized collectibles.

Bryant and Cones have brnought us an ex-
haustive history of this line of sets, lavishly illus-
trated with original Zenith prcmotional photos
and present-day shots. They cover the rise of the
portable radio in general, the early history of the
Zenith Radio Corporution, and the role of Zenith's
president E. F. McDonald in championing (or
ordering) development of the ''T-O." The book
contains numerous old-time ads for the set, il-
lustrating its upscale market positioning.

The writing is clear and enjoyable, derived
from research through company archives and
interviews with surviving 

-Zenith 
old-timers.

Following the innovative path of such present-
day radio writers as John Okolowicz, it devotes
considerable attention to the industrial design
aspects of the set (styling, functional layout) by
Robert Davol Budlong and his successors. It is ,a
valuable dimension to see attention paid to this
aspect: designing a radio takes more than elec-
tronic technology. If there is any flaw, it is at-
titudinal. Because the promotion-minded Mc-
Donald put his heauy stamp on every aspect of
Zenith, he comes thrnough larger than life in the
book. This is a form of "personality cult" that we
have seen elsewhere in regard to David Sarnoff.
(For a more detached view of McDonald in
action hard-drinking, ruthless, union-busting
see the Cassens-Douglas series in Radio Age for
Feb.-March-April 1986.) The authors take an
uncritical view of McDonald's continuation of T-
O production in 1942 up to just days before civ-
ilian production became illegal. Zenith would
have naturally wanted to recoup its investment in
development, parts, and promotion; but it's a little
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sad that T-O entertainment sets were being made
during the Bataan Death March. McDonald
could have served his country better by
expediting his production contract for SCR-21ls
to b issued to GIs than by making Trans-
Oceanics to be presented to Frank Sin atra.

As academically trained writers, Bryant and
Cones document their sources with painstaking
and welcome care. They chronicle the variants
of the T-O with precision, dispelling the
confusion that exists over vintage (t'A" models
came after "Y"). For added insight they document
a few AM poftables that apryared as companion
members of the Zenith product line. They
provide pnrduction frgures and, in a novel fouch,
give the prices of T-Os in both original and
currnent dollars. (fhe tube models bounced up
and down in real pfice, but the transistor ones
fell at a compound rate of four Wrcent Wr year
over a ZZ-year span.) Their format invoives text
chapters followed by outline pages on each
model, so there is some internal duplication.

The book includes a chapter on restor ation,
with good hints on cosmetic aspects of refurb-
ishment - cleaningr polishing, reglui frg, etc. It
has a handy section on mechanical parti that are
interch angeable between models. However, it
falters in electrrcnic matters. EarIy oh, the 3V4 is
reported to pnrvide "twin class A amplifiers in a
single tube." The reader is warned of the risk of
getting a lethal shock by touching metal parts
inside the cabinet but, to Zenith's credit, this is
not a hot-chassis set. We are told that IF align-
ment is a "bit more difficult" than RF alignment.
(Rest assured that four ad.justments at one low
frequency are easier than 24 adjustments at lI
high fiequencies!) The T-O and its 1.s-volt tubes
are said to be "particularly vulnerable to damage
by currcnt innrsh" except that there are thous-
ands of ohms of resistors and a hundred micro-
farads or more of capacitors between the inrush
and the tubes.

The book includes lots of color photography.
The prospective buyer might check the color on
pp. 631 7Ir 79, or 89 in the sample I bought, a
"signature" of color is heavily over-blue, giving
some odd visual effects.

On balance, this is a landmark refercnce
guide. It will please and serve pr€sent T-O en-
thusiasts and generate new ones. SSS$
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V*CunilTUBf,ffiffi
by

Alan Douglas

ffn the May 1991 7j Magazine John Shelley,
[WnlIAO, having nrn a maintenance shop at
a military facility for some years, argued that
many of the problems in maintaining vacurun-
tube equipment were due to leakage between

tube elements, causing noise or shifts in
operating parameters with time. He claimed
that by weeding out these leaky tubes complex
electronic equipment would hold its calibration
much longer, ffid there would be less

troubleshooting and chasing of elusive faults.

Iflit recommended instrument was simply a
Ubox containing a 135-volt source (battery

or DC-to-DC converter), microammeter and
current-limiting resistor, and a row of toggle
switches connected to fube sockob, so that any
element could be held at 135v with respect to
any other. In use, he cycled through the

switches, looking for any current flow through
a cold tube. Obviously, there shouldn't be

ffiy, but he claimed there often was, and that it
was too small to show up on any cornmercial
or military tester, even though they theoretical-
ly will test for leakage.

I used my capacitor-leakage tester for this
tr purpose for a while, since it already
contained the power supply and sensitive
rnster, but the testing goes much faster (and

more safely) with a proper in-
strument. After much head-

scratching I found a way to use
sorne black-anodized aluminum
stock I had picked up at a flea
market, and components from the
junk box, to make a decent-
lding instrument. (If I had to
buy anything for ? project like
this, I wouldn't speak to myself
for a week.) I crbbed a circuit
for a DC-to-DC converter that
we make where I work, and
wound a rrcw pot-core trans-
former to make it run from a single D-cell.
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filoes it work? Yes. 'While I haven't tested
M^ y different kinds of tubes yet, out of a
batch of 130 used l2AT7s, about a third of
them showed leakage somewhere. Generally it
was from one grid to cathode, but some

showed leakage to the plate, and one notable
exirmple leaked between the two cathodes (but
not through the heater) which are nowhere near
each other (I presume it was getter contam-
ination of the upper mica wafer). Some of my
l2AU7s showed leakage also, but I have yet to
find a leaky 6L6 after trying two dozen

miscellaneous examples. Incidentally, sunlight
is said to cause conduction in some tubes.

NI[o* as to what effect this leakage has on
AU actual circuits would depend on the

situation. Since many of the leaks are quite

erratic, you wouldn't use such a tube in a low-
level audio stage. In a complex instrument
such as a Tektronix scope, where every stage

is calibrated with reference to a previous one,

you want the most stable tubes possible. And
if you're paylng good money for flea-market
tubes you might as well buy the best ones you

can. You can take this little tester with you to
flea markets and check before you buy.

O rigures +
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THE Radio Age RESTORATION DEPARTMENT
Radio Age features articles nearly every month on radio restorotion hints and Hnlcs. This month we

have a fne article, complete with wry wit, by premier historiaty'technician Lud Sibley.

RtrSTORI NC T+-]E LATtrR TRANS OCtrAN ICS
by Ludwell Sibley
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I recently had the opportunity to fix up two
tube-type Zenith Trans-Oc eanic r€ceivers of the
final vintage (a Y6OO and a 8600). Expecting a
mix of ordinary and new experiences, I certain-
Iy got them. Hopefully this will bring some
ideas to other restorers of this Wpular set.

The cosmetic work was the usual ritual with
Go-Jo and plastic polish, to get the mildew and
tobacco residue out of the sets. There was no
problem of missing parts or serious physical
damage. (It's surprising how many T-Os are
available in good physical shape. One theory:
anything that had cost as much as aT-O tended
to get respectful storage, even if it wasn't oper-
able.) Internallyrthe job was a different story.

The first-time T-O restorer will benefit from
Ted Hannah's disassembly procedur€ in the
May 1993 A,{AARC Newsletter (Vol. 10, No. 5).
A small modification may help further. Both of
the sets that I encountered had slip-on lugs on
the phone -jaek wiring, attaching to a terminal
strip on the speaker. It is easier to leave the
jack in place and slip these lugs on and off than
to wrggle it back into place latet ol1. One must
remember to reinstall the leads in sequence,
color- matching the other speaker wires on the
strip (from left to right, the order is black-red-
yellow). Of course, oil the bench the lugs must

be shorted red.to-yellow to get the set to work.

One set had a broken dial cordl each set had
previously had one cord replaced. The original
cord matenal on one was a cheap-looking
twisted type, not the fiberglass-cored braided
stuff that's usually used. What with three cords
and four tension springs, this is not an easy
radio to re-string. Beyond that, the stringing
diagram in &ms Set 381, Folder 16 is ambi-
guous as rregards the upprmost cord. The Ie-
gend 'Tuner Rear View" just afuve the diagram
refers to a nearby photo, not to the diagram.
Follow the diagram - which depicts the cord as
seen from the front of the set - and the dial will
lock up after partial rotation. Working from
the rear of the set (the natural way to do the
upFyrmost c91d), 9.ne must form a mental mir-
ror-im age of the diagraml I'm told the string-
ing diagram for the S0O-series T-Os is oriented
the same way. This work "cannot" be done
without an official cord-stringing hook as sold
at electronics stores.

If one plans to restore a set urith the non-
braided string and keep it indefinitely, rt may b
best to change out all three cords despite the
work involved. At minimum, it is wise to clean
and lightly oil all the shaft barings to minimize
the load on the old cords. Continued overleaf
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On the first st, the ac-battery switch the
one oryrated by inserting the power plug
would hang up in the battery position. Clenn-
ing and light lubing had no effect. However,
slightly loosening one of the hex-head mount-
ing scr€ws let the switch fuame flex just enough
(ughl) to let the contacts rotate pnoperly.

The "600" version of the T-O uses the rare
50Al ballast tube, also known under Amperite
pa.rt numbers P5TF!O u\d lv1l051T. One of
mine was missing, the other open. This tube
must have been unique to T-Os: the S0AI was
industry-registercd in mid- 195 3, about the time
the Go0-series sets wele introduced, and Am-
perite did not catalog it as a standard part. The
choice in 1995 was to spe nd half of a set's value
on a pair of new fubes, or to go to a simple
regulator. The answer was easy: modernize.
All that's needed is to wirc a lOOO-ohm, S-watt
resistor between pins 2 and T of the soAl
socket . (rf a high-w attage rcsistor is unavail-
able, two 47o- otrm Z-waft units in series will
do.) Then one of Dr. Zener's little diodes
provides rcgulation for the filament voltage.
Specifically, a 1N4T3g (g.l volts * lO%, I-
watt) goes in with cathode wired to pin T of the
3V4 tufu, and ande to Pin I of the lUS. This
keeps the filament supply from becoming
excessive, no matter how the AC line varies-.
For apwarance, the open 5oA1 was left in plaee
(the way the internal wire was broken, there is
no danger of its ever r€-contacting); the missing
one was replaced with a IZALIT.

Like most ac/dc/baftery sets, T-Os hold a
trap for the unwary nepairer. During trouble-
shooting, the tester may unplu g a tube while the
power is on, then forget to switch-off and dis-
*ursg the filter capacitors before rcinserting
the tubr.. Meanwhile, the capacitors charge up
to full B+. The result is usually FLASHI a
zapwd tubr.. The added zener provides a safe-
guard that no ballast tube cangive: it holds the
capacitor voltage to a nonn al value, always.

One of the T-Os was missing its - rare I L6
convertet firfu,. A sparc was available, so that
was no problem. However, this was a chance
to investigate a long-nrnning suspicion that the
common lRs could be pressed into seryice.
Sure enough; with Pin S clipped off, a used I Rs
performed fine in either st, and worked as well
in a third (HSOO) T-O that was on hand. A
second used 1R5 would not oscillate on the l6-
meter bandbut did OK on the lower bands.

This otherrvise outlandish claim can be
supported by inspecting the schem atic for
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Zenith's I"/'OI Chassis 4L4O AM pftable on
Rider 23 page 36. This set started out with a
1L6. It was modified in later production to use
a 1R5 with a different oscillator coil. (Sams set
230 Folder 14 shows the wolrbut doesn't fully
depict the 1R5 version.) In any event, the two
tubes are rather different intern ally, but share
common pinouts on six of their leads. The
critical differ€nce: in the 1R5, Pin S is strapqd
to Pin 7 (one side of the filament). plugging this
tube into the ILG socket in a T-O grounds what
is normally the lLG screen lead, draggit'tg down
screen voltages throughout the set. Hence the
notion of clipping the pin.

The oscillator section of the better of the two
1R5s pe.rformed with vigor, even at 1 G meters;
comparing it with a used 1L6, the oscillator
grid voltage was -6, vs. only -1.2 for the l LG.
To modify the l RS , a gentle multi-squeeze
process with the cutters is approprrate. This
should avoid a shock wave propagating down
the pin and cracking the glass.

This is no free lunch. The set may receive on
all bands, but the internal capacitances of the
1R5 differ enough from normal to upset the
alignment on 16, 19, and 25 meters. The tun-
ittg slugs do not have enough range to compen-
sate, at least without changing the ferrite slugs
to brass. The AM and lower SW bands align as
usual. Your money, your choice.... While we're
talking substitutes for the 1L6: there exists folk-
lore to the effect that the (rare) 1U6 can be
used. Beware: the IU6 has a 25-ma filament,
vice 50 for the 1L6. It's therefore a good sub-
stitute in a parallel-filament (battery-only) set,
but will burn out in a series-string receiver.

Despite previous experience with aging
rectifiers in Zeniths, I failed to pay enough
attention to Hannah's article about slow-
occurring failurc of performance due to a weak
selenium (l call them obsolenium) rectifier. On
the first T-O repaired, the set played fine on the
bench for two or three hours. However, when
confined in the cabinet for an all-night heat
ffih, the radio failed after an hour or so. It
would r€cover after cooling. A silicon diode
fixed that. Since pulling a T-O chassis is not a
trivial mafter, it is now policy around here to
bridge any selenium rectifier with a diode. For
apryarance's sake, the original unit can stay in
place, with the new diode wired across its
terminals. Irst the old unit become shortad, it is
a simple matter to snip a short piece out of one
of its terminal lugs, leaving the solder -joint
supported by its leads.
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Zenith may draw a demerit for making T-Os
with an outdated rectifier in the Silicon Age 'of
the '6Os, but desenres credit for heayy use of
non-leaking ceramic coupling and bypass
capacitors in the later models. The few mold-
ed-paper ones tested OK and stayed in place.
The filter capacitor in one radio had previously
been replaced, and the other still had its wits
about it, so alot of potential trouble was absent.

The first set had a leaky output IF trans-
former, with enough B+ oozing across to drive
the detector diode plate to +8 volts (vice the
normal -0.1v.). A bommon defect in postwar
Zeniths, this choked off detection amrd loud
scratching noises. Being pressed for time, I was
reluct ant to disassemble the unit for cleaning of
the mica capacitor insulators, and used the
simple dodge of adding resistor-eapacitor
coupling into the transformer to remove plate
voltage from it (R = 33K; C = 75O pF.) This is
an inelegant trick technically but can always be
reversed.

The complexity of the bandswitches gave
some trepidation: all those unreachable base-
metal contactsl It was a relief to find that all
was well on both sets. A simple cleanup with a
cotton swab and lacquer thinner was enough to
give reliable operation, followed with a light
spritz of WD -40 oil.

Both receivers rcceived alignment after
aging for 40 years, a set isn't "t€stored" unless
realigned. Postwar T-Os use iron-core 'lF
transformers, which are relatively stable; the
7942 "bomber" version was trimmer-tuned, and
more prone to drifting (besides having aged
Ionger). The IF peaks as found were 457 and
453 kHz respectively, not badly off. Tuning -up
at 455 kHz gave measured impnrvements of 12
decibels and one decibel respectively. The
former was a nice reward for four simple ad-
justmentsl the latter suggests that a previous
owner had had the set aligned at the time the
filter capacitor was replaeed.

The RF alignment was a story in itself. On
both sets, the oscillator ran too low in fre-
quency on the 16-meter band, and the slug
could not fu, unscrewed far enough to
compensate. The fix in each case was to
change to a brass slug. The slug thread is the
common IO-32, so it's easy to make a a new
one by cutting and slotting a brass machine
screw.

To do the RF alignment, fu warned: con-
trary to custom, on the ''600" T-Os the oscillator
runs below the signal on the four spread bands.
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In vain shalt thou search the sacred writings of
Rider or Sams for the tme gospel on this.
However, the tech manual for the military R-
520/URR version is explicit about it. Thus, if
adjusting the oscillator slug will tune in the test
signal at two settings, the one with slug screwed
in farther is the correct one. The "sanity check"
after aligning a band is to see if the image
frequency is 910 kHz below the dial setting.
Not origin ally knowing this, I got the oscillator
on the high side on oneband on one set. As for
the "bomber" model, the oscillator is below the
signal on all six spread bands. CIhe factory
alignment proceduffi, p. 31 1 of knith Sercice
Manual Volume 2, does not hint at this.
However, an obscure article in the October
1943 issue of Setyice magazine, claiming to be
bared on factory input, makes it clear.) Setting
the slugs calls for a plastic alignment tool with
a thick, narrow (3/32") blade to fit !h9 special
opening in the slug. A regular screwdriver may
chip the brittle ferrite. However, the slugs are
symmetric: if some previous tweaker has
chipped the slug, it can fu, turned end-for-end
to yield a fiesh new slot.

The Zenith factory literature, by itself and as
repated in Rider, talks of aligning out of the
cabinet, with a metal sheet affanged to simulate
the capacitance effect of the battery. Because
the RF coils float in a rather willowy mounting
arrangement, they are prone to shifts in position
and consequent detuning. A procedur€ that
will probably yield better-than-factory results is
to line up the IF and broadcast coils on the
bench (making it possible to reach the
adjustmentsl), then to align the SW coils after
reassembly in the cabinet. Because the SW
bands are to be lined up with the whip antenna
extended, there is powerful interference off-
the-air during alignment. Lacking a screen
room (l), it may b best to work late at night
when the bands are relatively dead.

Going back to that article in &rcice there
were other factory hints on the early-model sets
lhat may still be helpful. Instability in the IF
stage can be relieved by choosing a 1LN5 tube
having less gain and by detuning the IF trans-
formers (i. €., by "hiding the problem"). Micro-
phonic noises caused by the speaker touching
the chassis can be relieved by applying a piece
of insulating tary between the two. low sensi-
tivity on SW can be improved by gently heat-
drying the RF assembly, followed by cleaning
any salt-air corrosion off the coil lugs and
trimmer capacitors with solvent. Rider Vol. 15
points out that lLDSs were redesigned in mid-
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1946 (with date codes of "FGE" and above) for
rcduced micrcphonic tendency.

Thene seems to be no complete list of service
references in print on the tube T-Os; the
othenrrise compr€hensive Bryant-Cones book
omits references in Rider. The table below
presents what should b the full picture. Any
T-O enthusiast will enjoy the Army tech manual
on the R-520/URR version. Fair Radio Sales

IPO Box 1105 , Lima, OH 45802, 419-223-
2196; fax 419-227-13131 has new-old-stock
copies of TM 1I-877 for $7.50. The book
contains a detailed alignment prccedure and
consid erable material, not available elsewhere,
applicable to the civilian sets.

And what's the result of all this? The slide-
nrle dial on late-series T-Os is much easier to

read than the original rotary dial. The band-
spread is great on the top four bandsrbut badly
missed on the 2-4 and 4-9 MHz ranges. The
set works quite well for short wave listenin5,
but for casual use rather than deep-down DX-
drgging. (Ihe selectiviry isn't up to present-day
band-crowding, and the set drifts about 20 kHz
in 45 minutes fnrm a cold start on the 16-meter
band.) It's fun to play with the "Radiorgan" tone
switches to jiggle the frequency response. The
headphone jack is handy for plugging in an
external hrgh-quality speaker. One set had an
original Zenithbaftery pack - long expiredrbut
with potential for refilling with modern innards
for funlcy prtable use. But, mainly, the Trans-
Oceanic has visual mass and stylistic impact.
It's easy to see why it's a favorite collectible.

****

SERVIGE IDATA ON TUBE.TVPE ZENITH TRAN${TCFJTNIGS

Rider Soms Supreme* Zenith#
Vol. & Pg.Model Chassis Vol. & Ps. Set & Folder Year & Ps.

7G605

8G005

8GOO5YtZ
G500

H500

L6OOL/Y

R6OOL/Y

T6OOL/Y

Y6OOL/Y

A/B6OOLN

7804

8C40

8C40TZ
5G40

5H40

6L4v40
6R4v40

6T4v40Z
6T40l4tZ
6A4014r

L3-25, -42, -46

15{3, -69

20-L2

22-4

7 -33

53-27

83-16

r52-r2
254-13

254-13

254-t3

381-16

t942-190

t946-188

2.317

3-96

3-100

4-393

4-423

5-3 I
5-96

5-r22
6-20r
7 -73

I 956-l 90

-

* Beitman's Most-OJten-Needed (Year) Radio Diagrams and Seruicing Information.
# Zenith Sewice Manual.

FOR A FREE COPY OF LUD SIBLEY'S MODEL 7G605 SCHEMATIC FROM SERI4CE MAGAZINE, SEND A LARGE SASE WITH
YOLJRREQUEST, TO: MAARC LIBRARY, C1609 CEDDox STREET, CURTIS BAY, MD21226.

REPLACING THE 5OA1
MISC. CURRENT€HUNT RESISTORS AND BYPASS CAPS. NOT SHOWN
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1N4739
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.''WESTERN ELECTRIC'' TUBES: AN APPARENT REVIVAL
by

Ludwell Sibley

l
I

l
There has been news ln the tube-audio

press lately about an rmminent reapryarance of
"Western E1ectric" brand tubes. The Fall 1994
issue of Sound Practices was first to carry this
news, claiming that a subsidiary of AT&T
named Westrex would b the source. Then
Glass Audio (VoI. 7 No. 1) reported that AT&T is
to move the old-time vacuum-tube production
facility from its Kansas City works (back) to its
Allentown, PA integrated-circuit plant. There it
would be making tubes, specifically the 3008
audro triode ,by the third quarter of 1995.

Some of this didn't ring tme, especi ally
when the public-relations person from AT&T
Microelectronics at Allentown disclaimed any
knowledge. But, checking with the Atlanta
headquarters of Westrex, this is apparently
what's happening:

First, the name Westrex is, in-
deed, back. AT&T has bought back this
trademark from Litton, which purch are,d

the Westrex movie-sound division of the
Western Electric Comp any after WE
agreed to divest it as part of the 1956
antitrust settlement.

Second, some critical production
machinery that was sold to Richardson

Electncnics has apparently been bought
back, for rcinstallition at ihe Kansas City
Works. This reinstates a manrrfacturing
facility that was last used in 1988.
Allentown is not involved.

Third, the schedule calls for
3008s to be reintroduced in June,
followed by the 27 48 rectifier and then
the 3508 audio beam tetrode. The 30OB
is a revered power tube introduced in the
mid-'S0s for use in WE theater sound
systems. The 2748 is like a slightly
uprated 5U4GB; the 35OB is like a
6LGGC. Other types may be added later.
Details of the distribution system are
being negoti ated.

The tubes will be priced at the upryr
level of the marke! obviously, with genuine
"Western Electric" tubes the buyer gets a lot
more than just an electron device. Pricey or
not, this may spell hard times for Svetland, Sino,
and Yaic as foreign punreyors of 30OB-
oids.Thanks go to Attila Balaton, long-term
writer on WE tubes, and tube-audio enthusiast
Frank Hagenbuch for initial source material.

TIDBITS

The Antique Radio Restoration course underway at Frederick (MD) Community College
was well-subscribed, and MAARC was forced to turn awzry seyeral applicants owing to class size
limits imposed by the College. Four workstations are set up, with 3 to 4 students at eachrgetting
hands-on experience in test equipment techniques andrudio repafu methods. Enough theory is
being taught to permit students to reason their way through most repairs. A video camera andbig-
scl€en TV monitor allow students to see fine detail within radio chassis, and to see test probe
attachment, soldering, and small parts removal and installation methods. The classes will continue
each Thursday evening until May 25th.

Obituary
Radio Age hasjust learned of the death of Dr. Simi Begun at the age of 89, in his

home in Cleveland Heights, OH, on fanuary 5, 1995. Dr. Begun started a professional career
in electronics in Germany in the early 1930s after a doctorate earned at the Technical
University of Berlin. His thesis was on magnetic audio recording. From his work came the
Magnetofon, and after his escape from Nazi Germany in 1935 and his rise to leadership of
Brush Development Company, the Brush Soundrnirror, America's first magnetic tape
recorder. He is survived by his wife, Ruth.
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Radio Age ads, limited to 100 words or fewer, are

free to MAARC members, but, please, not more than
one ad per member per month. All ads subject to

editing, and ads will not be repeated unless re-sub-

mitted. Send ads to any editor listed on masthead

on page 2. Deadline for all ads for any issue is 20th

of the previous month (in editor's hands). No tele-
phone ads, please.

AUTOCALL
Autocal/, the official journat of the

Foundation for Amateur Radio, is
a monthly publication covering
nearly 50 amateur radio organ-
izations in the Capital area. To
know what is happening with
respect to ham club activities,
subscribe to Autocall. Only $8.00
per year for 12 issues. Write
Autocall, PO Box 7612, Falls
Church, VA 22040-7612. Make
checks payable to: "Foundation for
Amateur Radio."

For Sale: Philco 38-3)0( cabinet
(RamirezlProsise p96), partially
stripped $25.ffi, you pick up or I
deliver to MAARC meeting. Cros-
ley Model 77 chassis, ro tubes,

untested, $15.00 plus shipping.
Operating manual for EMC model
2I3-2L5 tube checker, original,
$ 10.00.

Wanted: Cabinets for Freed-Eise-
mann Model 40 and Radiola Rege-

oflex; chassis for Crosley Pal,
II37, Majestic 363, GM 250,
Westinghouse WR14, Philco 37-
89, AK 228; all cash or trade.

Brian Kurrle, 208 Crofton Rd,
Bel Air, MD 21014; (410) 838-
6534 Evesr or (410) 5924202
I)ay.

I)on't forget MAARC's Radiu
activity - 95 starting Fridey eve-
ning, June 9th and continuing
Saturday & Sunday, June 10-11.

Wented: Original or repro dial
glass and knob for Point of
Purchase Displays, Inc. Coca Cola
Cooler radio; also, cabinet top
escutcheon-mounting hardware for
Radiola 28 antenna assembly.

Bob Schmitz, 5925 Grace Lee
Ave., Sykesville, MD 21784;
(410)795-5091.

For Sale: Antique Phonograph
repairs, parts, springs, needles, via
LJPS. Free catalog, large SASE.

Dealers wanted. Rod Lauman,
Victrole Repair Service, 19 Cliff
St #2, St. Johnsbury, VT 05819

Services Offered: Schematics,

1920s through 1950s mailed or
faxed, please speciff. Include
make and model number; $3 for
radios, $4 for TVs postpaid.

Robert Schrantz, 610 E. Juanita
Ave, San Dimas, CA 91773,
Phone lfax (909) 394-1194.

Services Offered: Professional

repairs for all antique table radios,

consoles, cathedrals, tombstones,

battery sets, communications re-

ceivers, amplifiers, and auto radios

I Complete overhauls t Cabinet

refinishingl Reasonable rates I
Free Estimates I UPSruSPS/-
FEDEX shipments acceptedl All
work guaranteed. We also buy I
trade / sell radios and parts. Bob

Eslinger - Antique Radio Restor-
ation and Repair 2A Gary
School Rd, Pomfret Center' CT
06259; (203) 928-2628, 10 a.m.-1
p.m., Tues-Sat.

Wanted: Dionne Quints radio,
need not work; Advise condition /
price. Charles James' 204-53

Church St. E, Brampton, Ont.,
L6V tG2; (e0s) 4s1-23se.

For Sale: 1940 Zenith chairside
Model 75449, refinished wood, all
else original; black sliderule dial,
PB tunitg; clean, rust-free chassis;

plays; $235 plus S&H; best You
pick-up. Photos avail. Ron Kuda-
sik, 2235 Tanya I)r, Chambers-
burg, PA 17201, (717)267-9069.

For Sale/Trade: American Elmac
Model A54H portable transmitter,
untested, including E-V 600D

dynamic mike, $100US plus

shipping, or best offer, or trade for
1946 Belmont 6D I I I plastic table

radio with good cabinet, chassis

need not work. Also, Radio Elec-
tronics magazine, 64 issues, 1970-

74 complete, plus some L97 5,

$40US or trade for midget metal
radio like Anrin, Silvertone, etc.

Wanted: Schematics and tube

chart for Freshman Masterpiece 5-

tube, 3dial battery radio, c.L925,
copy OK. Also need complete

battery cable in good condition for
Radiola III, and one dud WD-11.
Ernest I).M.Yeaw' RR#3
Trtamagouche, Nova Scotiat
Cenada, BOK 1V0; (902)657-

2554.

ah
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For Sale: Radio schematics $2.75
postpaid; also following books:
Fundamentals of Radio, $10;
Operational Amplfiers, $ 15;

Drake's Cyclopedia of Radio &
Electronics, $ 18; Transistors in
Radio, TV, & Electronics, $15;
Radio Physics Course, $12; Ele-
ments of Radio, $10; W Servicing
Cyclopedia, $15; TV &FM Receiv'
er Servicing, $18; Practical Radio
Communications, $12; Audel's TV
Service Manua; $ t S; A Flick of the

Switch, $9; also repro front panel

for Philco 70 cathedrd, walnut or
mahog., ready for finish, $+O

postpaid. All books plus shipping.
SASE for list. Dick Oliverr 28604
Schwalm Drive 2, Elkhart' IN
46517, (219)522-4516, evenings.

For Sale: Tubes, schematics,

service notes, Rider (back in
stock), Sams Photofact Folders,

and Transistor books, etc., for
early radios. LSASE for price list.
Sam Faust, PO Box 94,
Changewater, NJ 07831.

For Sale: Early RCA color TV
with CTC5 chassis, good 19"

round tube, set not working,
pickup only, $100; AK Grand-
mother clock radio cabinet only,
uses AK80, 82, 84 chassis, wl orig.
clock face, but clockworks not
orig., $125; DeForest DLz with 5th
tube grille missing, no antenna,

$600; RCA Radiola 26, missing
tube cover and grille, works, $27 5;

LSASE for list of AK and RCA
literature, advertising, radios.

Raymond Thompson, 7422

Cherry Tree l)rive, tr'ulton, MD
20759, (301) 4904448.

For Sale: Home-made selective,

sensitive galena crystal radios and
parts to make up your own design,

Leonard Gardner, 45t Two-Mile
Creek Rd., Tonawanda, NY
14150, (716) 873-0447.

Wented: Bezel for mid-1930s
black dial Zenrth radios. Bezel is
round, 5" diameter, and about

ll2* wide, and slants inward.
Also need metal clips that hold
bezel in place from inside the

cabinet. Carl Reinke' 2724 N.
27th St., Sheboygttr, WI 53083.

For Sale: Many of your favorite
old-time radio shows are available
on cassettes. You select the shows
you want and purchase them by
the hour. Fast friendly service.

Send for our catalog listing over
5000 shows, arranged by category

and title, only $2.00 (P&H).

Write: Erstwhile Radio, PO Box
2284, Peabody, MA 01960.

For Sale: Garod 6AUl Com-
mander all-alabaster (presently
faded to all-yellow) Catalin radio
(Sideli Fig 140), all original, ilo
defects, electrically untested, $650
postpaid CONUS; NOS in orig.
boxes, magnetic tapes on 7" reels,

labeled Brush Soundmirror,
probably date to L947 -48, $8 each,

pN. Ed Lyon, 11301 Woodland
W"y, Myersville, MD 21773.

For Sale: RCAAIipper Mainten-
ance Mats, NOS, red vinyl, black
cloth backing, 31"X51", L.4 lbs.

Two white Nipper &, Victrola
logos with words: "RCA Replace-

ment Parts." $35 ea. or 2 for $60,
ppd. Alan Diamant, 9220 Mint-
wood Street, Silver Spring' MI)
20901, (301) 588-0238.

For Sale: 4O-year accumulation of
old radios, parts, tubes, service

data. Cash and carry only. Phone

or write for details; no lists. Frank
Krantz, 100 Osage Ave., Somer-
dale, NJ 08083, (609) 783-0400.

For SaIe: Detrola 342 Brown
Plastic, VG condx, $50; Emerson
wood table radio, wl waterfall
front,VG, $35; Emerson 646

Green, VG, $35; Admiral portable,

Gold V-grille, red and cream, \y
attractive, $25; Philco 4I'220,
v.nice, but torn grille cloth, $40;
Philco 57C, VG, $65; AK 545

tonrbstone, VG, $150; Howard
miniature white plastic, 3-knobs,

$40; Emerson Model ? attractive
4-knob wood table set, $35; Zenith
H615Z 525; Zenrth 7-825 maroon,

$30; Motorola 5Hl, $25; RCA
5481, $20; RCA 9X57-L, $50;
RCA 45 rpm phono, $35. All
above plus UPS. Kenneth Miller,
10027 Calvin St., Piffsburgh' PA
15235, (412) 2424701.

For Sale: Magnavox Table radio-
phono-wire recorder, model unk.,

$75. MiIt Margolis' 6500

Herwood Ct., Springfield, VA
22152, (703) 4St4So7.

For Sale: Extremely rare, unusual

table model 8-transistor AIWSW
radio made in Africa in I97 5 by
company having vy interesting
history; wooden case, uses 4 D-
cells. Size: l2"x8"x3Yz". Plays.

$40, postpaid. Ken Greenberg'
4t58 Lee, Skokie, fL 60077,
(708) 679-8641.

Wanted: Transfonners for
Radiola AC two-step ampl.,
cabinet and transformers for Tuska

225. Bob Nicholson' 3423 S.

hng, Topeka, KS, 66605-2486,
(e13) 266-e473.

Wanted: One Weagant Oscillation
Valve (diode tube with external
electrostatic sleeve for "grid" con-

trol), c. 1913-L4. Ed Rossig' Box
33, 17 Main St., New Market'
MD 21774. (3or) 865-3319.

aaaa
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NAAKq TOqK MLENDAK

Sundey, May 21 Great l{agerstown llamfest, Hagerstown lunior College, MD, 8:00 a.m.

Sundey, May 21 MAARC meeting, New Hope Seventh Day Adventist Church g5rm, McKnew
Roa{ Burtonsville, MD,2:00 p.m.

Sunday, May 28 MD FM Ass'n Flamfest, Howard County Fairgrounds, MD, 8:00 a.m.

Friday, June 9 (6:ffi p.m.) thru Sunday, June 11: MAARC KZr'/Utftit/' 95 ,Timonium, MD

Sunday, July 9 BRATS llartfest, Timonium Fairgrounds, MD, 8:00 a.m.

Sunday, July 16 MAARC meeting, New Hope Seventh Day Adventist Church gym, McKnew

Road., Burtonsville, MD, 2:00 p.m.

Sunday, August 20 MAARC meeting, NewHopt Se

HlCiHLlCiHTgi. THIEi IEiEiUE OF f,fApttt AEE: "STEREo giouND" BY ED LYoN,
..VAtruUM TUEE Leer^Ige TEIITINB'' av AzaN DAUEUAS, ..REt:T('RINrr THE LATER

T.o!'' .Y LuD SiT!.LEY, PLur EItfoK.RE\/IEws, NEWg, AND ELA!5S'IFIED, ADS DATED
AT R,EC'ENTLY A5 APFTIL ZOTH.

Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club
Jay Kiessling, Membership Chair
P.O. Box 67

{Jpperco, MD 21155

Bulk Rate MaiI
U.S. Postage Paid

Washington Grove, MD
Perrrit 39


